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1. Introduction 
 

While the radioactive waste management 

framework at nuclear power plants(NPPs) in 

operation has been well established in Korea, the 

regulatory guide considering the characteristics of 

decommissioning waste has not been developed yet. 

Therefore, the operator of the NPP may take various 

options for predisposal management of 

decommissioning waste generated during the 

dismantling and decontamination processes. 

Each decommissioning waste would be subject to 

various predisposal management steps such as 

pretreatment including proper sorting and collection, 

treatment, conditioning, storage, and transport. In 

order to systematically identify these management 

steps, it is essential to develop regulatory 

technologies that can evaluate and verify the safety 

of decommissioning waste in various predisposal 

management phases. The development of 

authorizations and of limits, conditions and controls 

for the predisposal management of radioactive waste 

benefits from close communication and cooperation 

between the operators, regulatory bodies and other 

interested parties [1].  

The IAEA has provided safety assessment 

principles and basic approaches in predisposal 

management of radioactive waste as well as an 

example of the safety review of the regulatory body 

in the Safety Guide for the Safety Case and Safety 

Assessment for Predisposal Management of 

Radioactive Waste [2]. The authors identify 

representative decommissioning wastes generated 

during decommissioning through the 

Decommissioning Experience Report in other 

countries and expected amount of Kori Unit 1 

permanently shut down [3]. 

 

2. Review of SADRWMS Methodology to 

Decommissioning Waste 
 

In 2004, the IAEA commenced joint research on 

Safety Assessment Driving Radioactive Waste 

Management Solutions (SADRWMS) on the safety 

of radioactive waste management prior to disposal. 

SADRWMS was carried out for the purpose of 

establishing the safety assessment methodology for 

the predisposal and storage facilities of radioactive 

waste, and the Safety Assessment Framework 

(SAFRAN) computer code was developed in 2005. 

The SAFRAN computer code can be used to 

perform the predisposal management safety 

assessment of each decommissioning waste through 

the algorithm shown in Fig. 1.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Algorithm of Safety Assessment evaluated in 

SAFRAN computer code. 
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Fig. 2. Example of Predisposal Management of 
Decommissioning Waste from NPPs [4]. 

 

The stages of predisposal management usually 

include sorting, compaction, sedimentation, 

packaging, and storage. The steps of the predisposal 

management of decommissioning waste presented by 

test case are shown in Fig. 2. To make Waste Stream 

with SAFRAN computer codes, it should be divided 

in three parts, Sorting room, Compaction and 

Packaging room and Storage room. From these 

results, there is a limit to the representation of 

nd 

. 3 shows waste stream 

implemented by SAFRAN code.  

 

Fig. 3. Waste Stream implemented by SAFRAN computer 
code. 

3. Conclusions 
 

Since the actual decommissioning system differs 

from the operation, the safety assessment for various 

stages in predisposal management is required. 

Through the standard methodology, SADRWMS, its 

applicability to the predisposal management stage of 

domestic decommissioning waste was identified. If 

information on the processing system to be adopted 

at the actual decommissioning site is available, more 

detailed practical studies are to be needed. 
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